20 points on the Final. Morally Due Dec 10
(Usual rules- can hand in on Dec 12.)

NOTE: This needs to be TYPED so I can read it.

1. (0 points) What is your name? Write it clearly. Staple your HW. When
   is the first midterm? When is the final?

2. (14 points) (The list of ALL of the talks is on the next page.) Pick
   SEVEN talks (at least two Political, and least two Non-Political) and
   for each one clearly state something in it you found interesting. You
   CAN include your own talk. (NOTE- the slides for the talks will be on
   the course website and you may consult them.)

3. (3 points) State your favorite theorem (or protocol or lemma, whatever
   it might be, from the class) and why it was your favorite. Should I
   teach it the next time I do the course? Why or why not?

4. (3 points) State your LEAST favorite theorem (or protocol or lemma,
   whatever it might be, from the class) and why it was your least favorite.
   Should I teach it the next time I do the course? Why or why not?
Political:
• Russian-Georgian conflict of 2008.
• 1783 Treaty of Paris (American Rev).
• Treaty of Fontainebleau (Napoleon)
• 100 years war
• Partitioning Poland
• Russo-Japanese war
• Crimean War- Treaty of Paris (1856)
• War of 1812

Non-Political:
• Donald/Ivana Trump divorce
• Football Strike of 2012
• Kelsey Grammar Divorce
• Microsoft vs USA 2000
• Shaquille O’Neal vs Kobe Bryant
• NBA strike